CHAPTER V

Conclusion and Suggestion

This chapter presents the conclusion of the result of the study and the suggestion to the next researchers.

5.1 CONCLUSION

The Instagram updates of men and women users are mostly talking about the same language context. The selected men and woman users mention slang, obscene, and hyperbole words but in different types and aspects. Women slang and obscene words are weaker than men’s. Men hyperboles tend to be in negative aspects while women are hyperbole usually used to praise something. Men also doesn’t using shortened words like women do. It means, women and men are different in words choice.

They are balanced in talking about life’s trouble, social life, lifestyle, and human relation as their topics. However, men and women may talk the same topic but they have different aspects to be talked and they have different ways to utter it. Men usually talk the topics of their Instagram updates in simple way unlike women do. Men topics are usually about men things which build masculinity and women usually talk about women things like drama, love relationship, outfits and so on. In content, men and women are balanced in positive and negative value judgment. However unlike men, women usually put emotional judgment whether it is positive or negative.
In context of use, men Instagram updates tend to be more assertive than women. Men and women commonly gave argument in their Instagram updates, but they argue towards something different. Men also usually give command and women gave polite request. However, there is a man user who often makes polite request because he comes from a society which usually talks in polite form. Men and woman users usually give lecturing Instagram updates, however men often lecture about how people should behave in society or about the future dreams while women usually lecture about love relationship.

The similarities between men and women Instagram updates are in the use of emoticons to help them confess easily and both of them are also expressive to show their feeling. Both men and women are also found directive in the way share opinion or ideas to the reader. The downside of this research is this data analysis that the research must get classify to form, topics, content and use. One researcher and other can get differences point from the aspect. So if analysis the data the research can help to other friends to analysis the data. Data can make concrete.

In the communication purposes, the analysis shows that both men and women users on Instagram mostly communication purposes like solving problem, report fact, debate issue, or develop and maintain rapport.
5.2 SUGGESTION

This study is conducted to find language style used by men and women on Instagram updates. The writer gives some suggestion for the next writers who are interested in choosing sociolinguistics as their topic especially in language and gender field:

1. Next writers can take the data to find men and woman differences in language style from other social media for example like path, line, wechat and etc. Next writer can examine the differences between men and women in literary works such as novel, short story, and other conversation like in the movie or debate show on television. or next writers can examine other Instagram feature such as Instagram mention.

2. Language and gender is such an interesting subject to be studied, so that the writer suggests that the next researcher can use other theories beside has theory to analyze the phenomenon in sociolinguistic area especially in language and gender.